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Introduction:  The major reason for spectral
changes in lunar-type space weathering is production
of nanophase iron (npFe0) in the lunar regolith. The
spectral changes include attenuation of silicate absorp-
tion bands, darkening, and slope change (reddening).
Observations of the asteroid Vesta recently visited by
DAWN mission revealed a different pattern of spectral
changes (e.g. [1]). The darkening and the absorption
band attenuation occur in similar way as on the Moon.
The  reddening,  however,  is  not  apparent.  Thus,  is
space weathering on Vesta distinct from that we see
on the Moon? Or is another mechanism, such as the
addition of carbonaceous darkening material responsi-
ble for spectral darkening of Vesta?

Space weathering experiments with pyroxene
and howardite:  In order to study effects of npFe0 on
reflectance spectra a pyroxene (En 90) and howardite
(NWA 1929) powder samples were subjected to the
space weathering experiments using the double-
heating method described in [2]. The aim of the ex-
periments is to produce the npFe0 on the silicate min-
eral grains with control of their concentration and size
and to quantify related spectral changes.

Reflectance spectra:  Both enstatite and howard-
ite  show  progressive  changes  in  their  spectra  as  a
function of the increasing npFe0 amount (Fig. 1). In
general, pyroxene is more resistant to space weather-
ing  than  olivine  (e.g.  [3])  what  is  also  seen  in  our
simulations. Higher heating temperatures are needed
to produce the same amount of npFe0 than in the oli-
vine [2] case.

This quantitative comparison confirmed a trend
observed earlier in olivine where spectral parameters
change with logarithm of the [2].

An interesting feature was observed in the comparison
of the slope over the 1 and 2 µm bands in both pyrox-
ene and howardite. While the slope over 2 µm band
show progressive reddening with increasing npFe0

amount (similarly to olivine), the situation is reversed
in 1 µm band region (Fig. 1). The relative reduction in
red slope is observed in this region.

This is due to the fact that the decrease in reflec-
tance when adding npFe0 is a nonlinear process where
higher reflectance values will decrease more than low-
er values. If the original slope is positive, as the slope
over the 1 µm band in pyroxene and howardite, the
slope will decrease with increasing npFe0, and vice
versa. In addition, the npFe0 has a small positive slope
itself in the VIS-NIR range, and that will turn origi-
nally zero slopes in the host mineral into positive
slopes when adding npFe0.

This finding can potentially explain some of the
space weathering observations for Vesta. The majority
of DAWN observations were done in the 1 µm region
where lack of reddening is observed, similar to our
pyroxene and howardite results.

Conclusions:  Based on our space weathering la-
boratory results the lack of reddening over 1 µm re-
gion as observed on Vesta does not contradict the
space weathering mechanism driven by the presence
of npFe0. In order to confirm this more NIR data from
Vesta are needed over the 2 µm region where our ex-
periments predict progressive reddening.
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Fig. 1. Normalized reflectance spectra and slope change of pyroxene and howardite as a funnction of npFe0.
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